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Analytic function theory has rcccntly been shown to play an essential 
and central role in the study of existence and uniqueness problems for 
singular elliptic partial differential equations ([I], [2], [3], [II]). In previous 
work by the author, the analysis relied heavily upon the theory of various 
special functions and as a result the proofs were rather detailed and lengthy. 
It is the purpose of this paper to derive uniqueness theorems for a generalized 
axially symmetric Schrcdinger equation by making use of Vitali’s convergence 
theorem ([12]). This approach minimizes the use of special functions and 
results in a concise, clear example of the power of function theoretic methods 
in the investigation of boundary value problems for singular partial differ- 
ential equations. A special case of the equation under consideration is the 
generalized axially symmetric Helmholtz equation ([I], [2], [8]) and hence 
our results provide alternative uniqueness theorems to these presented in [I]. 
2. THE GENERALIZED AXIALLY SYMMETRIC SCHR~DINGEK EQUATION 
The differential equation to be considered in this paper is the generalized 
axially symmetric SchrBdinger equation (GA%) 
where v is a real parameter, k a positive constant, and YY(~) a real analytic 
function of Y = +(x2 + ~a)*‘~ for 1 r 1 > 0 (considering r as a complex 
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variable). Previous work on equation (1) has been done by Gilbert ([S], [:9]), 
who considered solutions of L,(u) == 0 for v > 0 which arc analytic functions 
of x and y (e.g. rgulur solutions) in some region containing the origin. 
In either of the half planes y > 0 and y < 0 equation (lj is an elliptic 
partial differential equation with analytic coeflicients and hence every twice 
continuously differentiable solution is a real-analytic function of x and y 
in each such half plane ([Kj). ‘Phc lint y = 0, which will be called the axis, 
is a singular curve of the regular type (provided Y f 0) with exponents 0 
and 1 - 2~ ([7]). Consequently, them always exist solutions of equation (1) 
which are regular on (some portion of) the axis. It is seen from the differentiai 
equation that if Y # 0 then, for r f 0, &~/i?y := 0 on the axis for such regular 
solutions. For 2~ f 0, -1, --2, --3 ,... each regular solution. can be continued 
across the axis as an even function of y i.e., for 21, f 0, --1, --2,... every 
regular solution is an analytic function of x and ys in some domain D that 
is symmetric with respect to the axis y = 0. The case v = 0 is the classi.cal 
two dimensional Schriidinger equation whose theory is well known and will 
henceforth be excluded from consideration. For singular partial differential 
equations such as the one considered here, the values of v such that 
v :< - .;- . . . play a distinctive role in general, a.nd the uniqueness 
problems can normally be settled only by a considerably more detailed 
analysis of the particular equation in question ([I], [.T], [./I])” The reader 
is referred to [I] for details of the problems which arise. 
If U(X, y) is a regular solution of L,(U) == 0 and 2v T# 0, --1, -2!..., then 
U(X, y) is an even function of y and hence can be cxprcssed as U(X, y) = rT(r, 4) 
where x = Y cos 8, y = )Y sin 8, 6 = cos 0. (Considering solutions of the 
classical Schrodinger equation as an analytic function of 8f =:= cos B plays 
an important role in the theory of potential scattering ([a]).) 
In what follows D will always denote a Jordan region symmetric with 
respect to the axis y = 0 and i3D will be the boundary of 1). ‘I’he fact that 
D is a Jordan region will enable us to apply Green’s theorem when the 
need arises, (if aD is nonsmooth then it is implicitly assumed that no sources 
are concentrated at vertex points). F will always dcnotc the region exterior 
to the closure ii of D, i.e., F = R, - D where R, is the real (x, y) plane. 
3. ~JNIQUBNESS THEOREMS 
It is the purpose of this section to derive a uniqueness theorem for regular 
solutions of L”(U) == 0. More specifically we ask the following: Given u(x, y) 
a regular solution of GASE in Fu aD such that U(X, y) = 0 on aD, under 
what additional conditions is U(X, y) = 0 in F ? TJnless additional conditions 
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are imposed, there will exist eigenfunctions of equation (1) and we cannot 
conclude that u(x, y) = 0 on aD implies z&y) = 0 in F. 
THEOREM. Assume v > - $- , v f 0. Let u(x, y) = 3(r, I) (where 
[ - cos 0) be Q regular solution of L,,(u) = 0 in Fu ?YD and hence 
regular for a < r < CO where a is suJ%iently large. Suppose that there 
exists an ellipse E in the complex f plane with major axis [ -1, +1] and 
interior T, such that for each Jixed r, a < r < co, z@-, f) is an analytic 
function of .$ in T. lf 
1) There exist a positive constant M < 0~) such that 
SLIP{P+* 1 ZZ(Y, E)I : a < r < co, f E T} < M 
3) u(x, y) = 0 on dD, then u(x, y) = 0 in F. 
Proof. Using the results of [3], the hypothesis of the theorem, and the 
fact that for 2v f 0, ---I, -2,... 
where CnV denotes Gcgenbauer’s polynomial and Pt-i*“-*)(Q is Jacobi’s 
polynomial ([.5]) we can expand u’(r, 0 for each fixed r in a Gegenbauer 
series 
convergent for ,$ E 1: From [3] we have that 
an(r) = +$- 
s 
d(r, f)(t2 - 1 >y-+ Q+*.‘-+)(f) d( n (4) c 
where hnY f 0 is a normalization constant, Q, (“-~+~)(~) denotes a Jacobi 
function of the second kind, and C is an ellipse contained in T and inclosing 
[--I, + 11. Since zT(r, 5) is an analytic function of E in T for all r, a < r < co, 
we can use the differential equation satisfied by zZ(r, 5) to conclude that 
a,(r) must satisfy 
r2R” + r(2v + I) R’ -I- ([k” - V(r)] r2 - n(n + 2v)} R = 0 (5) 
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We now turn to hypothesis two. By applying Green’s formulas ([I]) we can 
conclude that for r sufficiently large 
where E denotes the complex conjugate of C. But 
as r tends to infinity. Therefore since both terms on the far right hand 
side of (7) are positive, conclude that 
.-1-l. 
= lim 
J r+m -1 
++1(1 _ (y-3 / f$-, [)I" d,r 
= 0 
We now define 
(8) 
- = qy, E) qr, 5) c9> 
By this definition g(r, .$) is an analytic function of .$ in T which agrees with 
1 E(r, 01% for 6 real valued. If 6 E T then 5 E T, and hence j rV+%(r, {)I c M 
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for f E T, which implies 1 &zl”(r,E>I : 1 P+?. Cz=, a(v)C,u(f)l < M. 
Therefore 
sup{/ r2”-‘-‘g(r, 01 : a < Y < co, f E T) < AP. 
Let f be a complex variable and define for fixed Y, -1 < & < 1 
w 
;t7,(5) = s 
g Wl(l -- p>y-“g(Y, 8) d(. 
go 
(11) 
Let Q be a disc centered at &, , contained in T, but not containing f = 5 1. 
Then F,(s) is analytic for .$ E 9, 1 Pr(f)j < M2 for every T > u, 8 E Q, and 
by equation (8) 
KrIFT(f) = 0; &, < e -c 1. (12) 
Hence by Vitali’s convergence theorem ([12]) 
!izF,(e) = 0; ~EQ. (13) 
Since by Vitali’s theorem the convergence in equation (13) is uniform 
on compact subsets of Q, we can conclude 
dFA5) 
!&ii dt 
- = ki fwl(l - p)v-+ g(r, 5) = 0; 5 E Q (14) 
i.e. 
!,73, Yyg(Y, () = 0; t E Q. (15) 
Hence 
g-E [--I, -j-l] n SJ. (16) 
Therefore from equation (3), hypothesis 1) of the theorem, and Vitali’s 
convergence theorem again, WC can conclude that 
lim rY+Z(r, [) = 0; 8 E T. r+m (17) 
From equation (4) and Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem we have 
lim r”+%z,~(r) = 0. ‘r-n0 (18) 
But a,(r) satisfies equation (5) and hence U,,(Y) = rP+ &z,(r) satisfies 
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Since I.V((Y) is analytic for / Y 1 > 0 we must have 
Hence from the asymptotic theory of ordinary differential equations ([6]), 
we have 
as r tends to infinity, where c,, and c1 are constants such that cU : L’~ I= 0 
if and only if u.,~(Y) is identically zero. But by equation (18) it must be indeed 
true that cc, = c1 = 0. Therefore U,(T) == 0, which implies a,(r) - 0, and 
by equation (3j conclude that C(t, f) is identically zero. 
By using Parseval’s formula for Gegenbaucr polynomials in form& 
(8) it can be shown that hypothesis 1) of the theorem can be omitted. However 
the function theoretic methods introduced here remain applicable in sittra- 
tions where such a relation is no longer available and hence provide a con- 
si.derably more general method of attacking uniqueness problems in the 
theory of exterior boundary value problems than the above classical. approach. 
This point will he demonstrated i I a Euture paper by the author in collabora- 
tion with Professor R. P. Gilbert. 
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